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Overview
Batch processing is a timesaving feature that allows users to enter
transactions into the PledgeMaker database in groups without
accessing Prospect records individually. Information can be entered
using presets and customized defaults, which can reduce or
eliminate the need to do repeated entry of similar data - as would be
required when completing entries individually.
During set up and processing of batch entries, transactions are
grouped/sorted, batch descriptions are created, transactions are
entered through batch entry, totals are checked, and finally the data
is posted. Posting is the action of adding the data to Prospect
accounts; until data is posted, it resides in a separate area of the
database.
Optimally, batches are created from transactions that are grouped for
similarity. For example, a batch might include registrations for a
specific event, or response to a particular appeal. The transactions
are manually totaled (e.g., by dollars and record count). This
preparation helps with streamlining entry because default values can
be maximized, and it helps with cross-checking for entry accuracy as
well. Because of these advantages, it is often convenient to use
Batch in any situation where the user will be making multiple entries
to ensure that the data entry is accurate and standardized.
The entry of batch information is separated into two parts: creating

the batch description and entering batch details. The batch is
described in the batch header. The batch headers are created
(usually by an administrator) prior to entering details into the batch.
The process of creating the batch headers can itself be simplified by
working with Templates. Templates allow you to define and save any
often-used batch header scheme. Proper use of templates, like
defaults and other header setup, can cut down on repetitive entry
that would otherwise be necessary in the creation of separate batch
headers.
Batch Details are the individual transactions that are processed
during data entry. Batch can be used to enter donations, pledges,
payments, adjustments, memberships, orders or special event
registrations.
When batch entry is completed, control totals should balance (match
the manual totals calculated for the batch). These can be checked in
the batch header. At the same time, the batch header Control Flag
can be set to Ready to Post. With the control totals balanced and the
flag set to Ready to Post, the batch can be posted.
Batches can be posted manually by selecting individual batches (by
number), batch groups (by date or number range), or by scheduling
batch posting. See the dedicated Scheduler documentation for more
information on scheduling.
Batch entry features and functionality are accessed through the Main
PledgeMaker tree via the [BATCH] branch. From the Batch branch,
users can access New Batch (start a new batch with a blank header
or any template), Existing Batch (open a batch that has already been
created), My Last Batch (return to the last batch opened by the
user/login), Suspense (view suspended transactions), Posting
(complete or schedule posting), Templates (create templates for
headers) and Duplicate Resolution (view and resolve potential
duplicate records by merging).
Users should be familiar with the basic batch entry processes as well
as associated processes and entry types before attempting batch
entry. See dedicated documentation on Gifts, Premiums, Orders,
Events and Membership for more information on entering those
specific record types and associated information on specific fields
and screens.

The Basic Batch Process
1. Collect and sort transactions to be entered as batches.
2. Tally the batch totals manually for number of entries and total
dollar amount.
3. Create and save a Batch Header with the appropriate defaults for
the batch. To do this click [NEW BATCH] on the Batch branch of
the main PledgeMaker navigation tree.
4. Enter information in Batch Entry by creating new details in the
batch and adding transactions using the batch header created
for the batch in Step 3.
5. Check the batch data for accuracy by revisiting the batch header
to check the control totals. Make necessary adjustments in
control totals or details as necessary.
6. Switch the control flag to Ready to Post. Setting the Control Flag
enables batch posting.

7. Post the Batch. This can be done through scheduling, and can be
controlled by batch number and date.
8. Check the Suspense screen and/or the Suspense File Report to
locate and correct batch posting errors.
9. Post suspended transactions which have been corrected.

Batch Descriptions
The first thing that needs to happen before batch entry can occur is
that a batch must be created. The batch is created by completing
and saving a batch description. The batch description has two
functions: It serves as a control to ensure that the correct number of
transactions are entered and that totals for that entry are correct
(e.g. with accurate pledge/membership and payment amounts), and
it provides a means for designating default values to make data
entry more efficient.
Adding a Batch. The user can create a new batch by clicking [NEW
BATCH] under the Batch branch of the main PledgeMaker tree. This
will open the Add Batch screen. Here the user can add a batch
Description, Control Totals, Payment Information, and Defaults (for
Gifts, Memberships and Orders on the Additional tab). This
information will be used for transactions (during entry of details, as
appropriate) and batch control.
The new batch can be saved by clicking [APPLY] or [OK] at the
bottom of the screen. When the batch is saved, the batch is
assigned a batch number and the [DEFAULTS] buttons on the
Additional Info tab become active. These default buttons can be
used to open batch entry screens that can be adjusted to optimize
entry for the batch. For more information on adjusting defaults, see
Working with Defaults later in this document.

Note - Batch Numbers
Batches are distinguished from one another by batch numbers. Batch
numbers can be manually assigned by the user or automatically
assigned a sequential number by PledgeMaker. The selection for
batch numbering is a configuration option and must be set up at
installation.

Note - Credit Cards
See dedicated Credit Card module documentation for information
about credit card functionality in Batch.

To Add a Batch
1. Open the Batch Add screen by clicking New Batch under the
Batch branch of the main PledgeMaker navigation tree.
2. Enter information on the Main tab of the Batch Add screen to
define the batch parameters. This will probably include Control
Totals and Description.
3. Click the [APPLY] button to commit changes on the Main tab.
4. Click the [DEFAULTS] button on the Additional tab to open
screens for changing Gift, Membership and Order defaults.

5. Click [OK] to apply all changes.

Batch Templates can also be used to create batches and speed the
process of adding similar batch types. For more information on
working with templates, see Batch Templates later in this document.

Add a Batch Using Templates
1. Open the Batch Add screen by clicking New Batch under the
Batch branch of the main PledgeMaker navigation tree.
2. Click on the Template lookup on the Main tab of the Batch Add
screen.
3. Choose the desired template from the list of values.
4. Click [APPLY] to accept the template selection. A new batch will
be created from the template and a batch number will be
assigned.
5. Change any values or defaults as desired. Click the [DEFAULTS]
button on the Additional tab to open screens for changing Gift,
Membership and Order defaults.
6. Click [OK] to commit the changes.

At the point where the batch is saved and the batch number is
assigned, the user can go directly to batch entry by clicking the
Details button on the toolbar. This will open the Batch Detail History
screen.
The Detail button becomes available on the toolbar only after
the batch header has been saved. Clicking takes you from the
header description to a list of transactions included in the current
batch. Click on [DETAIL] to begin adding transactions.
The Header button (same button as above) appears on the toolbar
when in batch detail. Clicking it opens the header view over the
detail, close it to return to the detail screen.

Posting Status
On Hold: Normal status during data entry. Posting will not be
attempted.
Manager Review: Optional status after data entry entry is
completed, while review is pending. Posting will not be attempted.
Ready to Post: Normal status after data entry is completed. Posting
will occur provided the batch is in balance, all credit card
authorization responses have been received, and no duplicate
prospects are pending resolution.
Posted: Status after posting is completed, even if all of the
transactions in the batch were sent to Suspense.
Date Posted. Date and time of last posting of any batch details. This
is updated when suspense transactions are posted.
Date. Date of the batch. This is not a default for transaction entry and
is not used during posting.
Template. Template on which the defaults of the current batch are to
be based. Templates are created by adding a batch and setting the
Type to Template.

Description. Free-text description of the batch. Lockbox follows a
rule for building the description for batches created through Lockbox.
Operator. Free-text entry of an operator name. The name of the user
who created the batch is automatically captured as Audit Info, so
operator name does not need to repeat this information.

Type
PledgeMaker: An ordinary batch for data entry, created manually.
Template: A template batch. Transaction entry is not allowed.
Credit Card: Created by Pledge Billing for credit card pledges. Not a
manually-entered batch.
Lockbox: Created by Lockbox. Since Lockbox can be used to create
batch headers intended for manual entry, transaction entry is
allowed, though transactions would normally be imported via
Lockbox.
EFT: Created by EFT utility. Not a manually-entered batch.
Control Totals. Control Totals act as a basic automatic check for
batch entry accuracy. Manual totals (dollar amounts and total
number of entries to be added) entered in the Control fields are
stored with the batch description. These manual totals are
automatically cross checked against the totals for the transactions
actually entered in batch entry.

If the control and actual totals are unequal, it points to a potential
error (either in manual totaling or entry). Because out of balance
totals suggests an error, PledgeMaker keeps the batch from posting
until the balance is achieved. Batches found to be out of balance
must be corrected either by updating the entries or the manual
counts. Counts should only be corrected after checking for accuracy

(e.g., by re-totalling the manual counts and then checking the entry if
necessary)

Note - Split and Detail Count Differences
Split Count tallies transactions details by counting split transactions
as a single detail. Detail Count tallies transaction details by counting
parts of a split as separate details. If a batch contains two checks,
and each check is split between two funds, the split count will be 2
and the detail count will be 4.

Pay Methods
All: All types of payment methods are allowed in the batch.
Cash only: Only cash payment methods are allowed in the batch.
Check only: Only check payment methods are allowed in the batch.
Cash or check only: Only cash and check payment methods are
allowed in the batch.
Credit Card only: Only credit card payment methods are allowed in
the batch.
None: No payment methods are allowed in the batch. To prevent
entry of any money in the batch, you must also set control amounts
to zero. Payment Method Table Maintenance allows payment
method types to be specified.

Credit Card Mode

Historical: Normal value when the Credit Card module is not
installed. Credit cards entered in this batch are for historical
purposes only and will never be sent for authorization.
Scheduled:Normal value when the Credit Card module is installed.
Credit cards entered in this batch will be sent for authorization on a
scheduled basis.
Interactive: Optional value when the Credit Card module is installed.
Credit cards entered, and data entry cannot continue until the
authorization is completed.
Deposit #. Bank deposit number. No standard functionality is
attached to this.
Cash Rec #.Bank cash receipt number. No standard functionality is
attached to this.
Deposit Amount. Bank deposit amount. No standard functionality is
attached to this.
Currency Type.Standard international currency type codes. No
standard functionality is attached to this.
Exchange Rate. International currency exchange rate. At batch
posting, entered gift and payment amounts will be multiplied by the
exchange rate. This allows foreign currency values to be converted
to domestic equivalents so that PledgeMaker shows all gifts in the
domestic currency.
Document. Entry of a document number range for the batch restricts
batch entry to documents within the specified range.
File Name. When Lockbox creates a batch, Lockbox loads this field
with the name of the data file.
Unit. ID Number of the Unit to which the batch belongs. This is not a
default for batch entry. No standard functionality is attached to this.
Match Transactions On. This determines the rule to be followed
during batch posting when no specific transaction was selected
using the Application button. For example, if a pledge payment is
entered without selecting a specific pledge, batch posting will follow
this rule to determine the pledge to which the payment is to be
applied. "Fund" means the pledge must have the same fund as the
payment. "Fund/Appeal" means that if a fund match is not found,
posting will attempt to match on appeal.
Appeal Entry. This determines whether the entry screen for this
batch will require direct entry of an Appeal code or will allow entry of
a Package code instead. Entry By Appeal is the default. Entry By
Package is especially suitable when a high volume of direct mail
responses are being keyed and the specific Appeal code cannot be
determined from the response. See the Package Entry section lower
in this document for a detailed description.

Working With Defaults
Defaults provide a means of simplifying data entry. Values entered
for defaults are used to automatically enter information on
transactions when they are created. Defaults can be overridden
individually during batch entry, but are convenient for entering

multiple similar transactions. Selecting the right defaults will ease
and speed data entry. For this reason, it is a good idea to select
defaults according to their utility and frequency of use.
Defaults can be changed at any time before or during batch entry.
When defaults are changed, they affect only new rows, not
completed entries. This requires switching from Batch Entry to the
batch description by clicking the Header button on the toolbar. After
the changes are complete, the user can return to the Batch Entry
screen by clicking the Details button before continuing with entry
using the new defaults. A better way to handle changing defaults
may be to separate the transactions into different batches and define
separate batch descriptions for each.
Defaults can be set on the defaults screens for Gift, Membership and
Order entry separately. Interest defaults can also be set. These
screens can be accessed on the batch description screens on the
additional tab by clicking the [DEFAULTS] button.

Two defaults can be set for each field on the defaults screens: the
field value, and field setting (Standard, Required, Hidden). The value
default is set by opening the defaults screens and entering or
choosing a value for the field. The field setting is selected by rightclicking on the field to open the selection menu.
A right-click in any field on the defaults set up
screens opens the fields setting menu.
Standard. The initial value for any field; it will be
visible and required if required in the database
according to normal processing.
Required. Can be selected to make a field that is not normally
required a required one; it will be visible and requires a value during
entry, even if it is not a required field in the database.
Hidden. Can be selected to remove the field from view; it will be

invisible on the batch entry screen and will require a default value
entry if it is a required field in the database.
Beside the requirement that hidden required fields must have a
default value, field settings and default values operate
independently. Required fields which have no default value will have
to be entered on each detail.

Note - Default Values for Required Fields
Batch defaults can be left blank for required fields (so long as the
field is not hidden). Leaving the values blank will require that they be
entered when entering details.

To Set Batch Defaults
1. Open the batch description or create a new one. If in a batch,
click the Header button to switch to the header; if not currently in
the batch where defaults will be edited, locate the batch clicking
Existing Batch Selection on the Batch branch of the main
PledgeMaker navigation tree.
2. Click the Additional tab on the Batch View screen.
3. Click on the [DEFAULT] button for the transaction screens whose
default values should be changed. This can be Gift, Membership
or Order Entry defaults.
4. Make the changes to the defaults for the screen. Defaults for field
value and setting can be made in any order, except where a field
which will be hidden is also required in the database.
5. Save the changes and exit the default screen by clicking [OK] or
[APPLY] and [CLOSE]. This will close the current defaults
screen and return the user to the Additional tab on the Batch
View screen. Repeat steps 3 and 4 as necessary to set other
defaults.

Note - Default Interests
Default interests are applied only to prospects added through the
batch. They are not applied with gifts and do not appear in Quick
Add.

When the defaults are set, subsequent entry in the batch will use the
new batch defaults and will not affect previously entered details.
Likewise, changing template values will not affect changes in
batches created with the template.

Note - New Batch Creation Options
New Batches can be created by selecting New Batch as suggested
here, or they can be created using Existing Batch functions as an
alternative. To use Existing Batch, click [existing batch], click
[search] and then click [new] on the History screen.

Batch Templates
Batch Templates allow you to reuse commonly used settings for

batches easily. Once a template is created, it can be used to create
batch descriptions. Descriptions generated from the template will
adopt the template's current values.
Templates are assigned a batch number and are stored in the batch
tables like any other batch description. Unlike other descriptions,
details cannot be added to templates and they cannot be posted.
The templates are distinguished by the batch type (TEMPLATE). An
unlimited number of templates may be stored.
Values for batch descriptions created using the templates can be
changed both after the template is selected and after the generated
description is saved. If values are changed in the description screen
before the desired template is selected, the values will be replaced
by those in the template.

To Create a Batch Template
1. Click [NEW BATCH] on the Batch branch of the PledgeMaker
main navigational tree.
2. Change the Type selector to Template.
3. Enter information on the Main tab of the Batch Add screen to
describe the batch.
4. Click the [APPLY] button to commit changes on the Main tab. A
batch number will be assigned to the template when it is saved.
5. Click the [ADDITIONAL] tab to change to the Additional view of
the Batch Add screen.
6. Click the Gift [DEFAULTS] button on the Additional tab to open
the defaults screen for Gift.
7. Make the changes to the value and field setting defaults as
desired. Required fields that will be hidden will require that a
value is selected before they can be marked as hidden.
8. Save the changes and exit the default screen by clicking [OK], or
[APPLY] and then [CLOSE]. This will commit the changes and
close the current defaults screen, returning the user to the
Additional tab on the Batch View screen. Repeat steps 6 and 7
as necessary to set other defaults for Membership or Order
Entry by clicking on the associated [DEFAULTS] button.
9. Click [CLOSE] on the Batch (ID) View to return to the main menu.

Note - Selecting Templates for Editing
Select templates using [template] under the Batch branch of the
navigation tree as suggested in the step-by-step at right, or select
templates using [existing batch] by setting the Search selector to
Template Batches.

To Edit an Existing Batch Template
1. Click [TEMPLATE] on the Batch branch of the PledgeMaker main
navigational tree.
2. Search for the Template using parameters on the Template Batch
Selection screen. For example, if looking to edit a specific batch
enter the batch number. The Batch History screen will appear
with results that match search parameters.
3. Select the batch template to view from the Batch History screen.
The Batch View screen for that template will appear.

4. To edit parameters on the main tab, click the [EDIT] button on the
Batch View. The screen mode will switch to Batch Edit.
5. Change the desired batch parameters on the Main tab of the
Batch Add screen.
6. Click the [APPLY] button to commit changes.
7. To edit Gift, Membership or Order Entry defaults, complete Steps
8 - 11. Otherwise skip to Step 12.
8. Click the [ADDITIONAL] tab.
9. Click the appropriate [DEFAULTS] button on the Additional tab to
open the Set Defaults screen for Gift, Membership or Order
Entry.
10. Make the changes to the value and field setting defaults as
desired.
11. Save the changes and exit the default screen by clicking [OK],
or [APPLY] and then [CLOSE]. This will commit the changes
and close the current defaults screen, returning you to the
Additional tab on the Batch Header screen. Repeat steps 8
through 11 as necessary to set other defaults by clicking on the
associated [DEFAULTS] button.
12. Click [CLOSE] on the Batch View. This will return the user to the
Batch History screen which will contain selections returned in
Step 2.

Note - Keyboard Navigation
Batch entry can be entirely navigated using keystrokes. An
Organization option allows use of the Numeric Enter key as Tab so
that simple batches can be entered entirely from the numeric keypad.

Batch Data Entry
Once the batch description is created, the next step is to proceed
with Batch Entry and add details.
To search for the desired batch description, click [EXISTING BATCH]
on the Batch branch of the PledgeMaker main navigation tree or, to
reopen your last batch, click [LAST BATCH] on the tree.
Once the batch description is on the screen, you can access the
Batch Detail History and begin entering details. Clicking the
[DETAILS] button will open the Batch (ID) Detail History for the
batch. If no details have been entered yet, the history screen will be
empty when it opens.
A Gift can be added by clicking the [NEW] button, or by clicking the
view button in an open row, or by clicking the down arrow to
navigate to a new row and pressing [RETURN]. An order can be
added by clicking the [NEW ORDER] button; Event registrations can
be added by clicking the [NEW EVENT] button. Memberships can be
added by the same method as gifts, and then choosing the
Membership transaction type from the Transaction drop list. All
transaction screens will fill out with default information as assigned in
the batch header. The tool bar will adjust as appropriate to the
transaction screens.

To Enter Batch Details
1. Locate the batch description for the batch to which details should
be added. For example, select [EXISTING BATCH] from the
Batch branch of the PledgeMaker main navigation tree and
locate an existing batch via search and selection from the Batch
History screen.
2. Click the [NEW] button to begin entry of the first gift.
3. Enter a prospect ID Number for the detail. The ID can be added
by typing the number in the ID field, the prospect can be located
via search, or the prospect can be added via the [ADD] button
on the search screen.

Note - Prospect ID Number
If an entered prospect ID Number is not found the prospect audit
table is search to se if a merged prospect ID Number has been
entered and if so get the new ID Number from the merged record.
4. Enter/alter data in the fields for the transaction and on all screen
tabs as appropriate.
5. Click [OK] or press [F10] or press [CTRL]-[ENTER] to save the
first detail and begin entry of another.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 to add additional transactions to the
batch.

After the batch and transactions are saved, users can proceed to the
batch description to verify the batch is in balance and change the
posting flag before posting the batch to the database. Entries may
be edited at any time during or after batch entry, and before posting.
Posted batches cannot be edited.

Alt Keys For Batch History
Alternative Keys

Description

ALT-N

New Gift

ALT-N

New Order

ALT-V

New Event Registration

ALT-L

Close

For further information on alternative keys and shortcuts, please see
the Batch Detail Data Entry Shortcuts document.

Note - Link to Tracking
If the Tracking module is being used, when the Prospect's ID Number
is entered in Batch and Tracking records exist for this prospect then
the Link to Proposal Screen will display. Please refer to the Major Gift
Tracking documentation for more information.

To Edit a Batch Detail
1. Locate the batch containing the entry to be edited. For example,
this can be done by clicking [EXISTING BATCH], entering the
batch number into the From field for the Batch Range and
clicking Search.
2. Open the Batch header for the batch by clicking the view button
on the Batch History screen.
3. Click the [DETAILS] button on the Toolbar. This will open the
Batch Detail History for the current batch.
4. Locate the record to be changed on the history screen. See To
Locate a Specific Transaction in this document for more help
with locating transactions.
5. Click the view button for the detail. This will open the detail in the
proper view screen.
6. Click the [EDIT] button on the Batch (ID) Detail View.
7. Enter the desired changes on all tabs.
8. Click [APPLY] to save any changes and exit to the Batch View,
and then [CLOSE] to exit to the batch header. Click [OK] to
commit the changes and exit to the batch header. Changes
which affect the totals will automatically be updated in the
Control Totals.

The Find Transaction button appears on the toolbar when in
the Batch Detail Transaction List screen. Clicking it opens the
Find Transaction screen.

To Locate a Specific Transaction
1. Open the batch detail history for the batch which holds the
transaction you need to locate.
2. Open the Find Transaction screen by clicking the Find

Transaction button or press [CTRL]+[F].
3. Select the method for searching from the Field drop list. These
choices include Sequence Number, ID Number and Transaction
Number.
4. Enter the value to search for in the Value field.
5. Click the [FIND] button.

If a match is found the matching record is highlighted in the History
and the Find Transaction screen closes. If there is more than one
potential match, the Find Transaction screen can be opened again
using the [CTRL]+[F] key combination; when the screen opens the
criteria will be retained and the [FIND] button will change to [FIND
NEXT]. If no match is found, an appropriate message will appear at
the bottom left of the PledgeMaker screen on the message bar.

Note - Prospect Updates
Select Quick Edit from the File menu to access a screen for editing
name, address, and interest information

Batch Detail Screens
The batch detail screen incorporates prospect information views and
a tabbed entry screen in a compact grouping. This easy
configuration maximizes user access to information about prospects
and input fields simultaneously without navigating to multiple
screens.
Information views on the Batch Detail screen include Prospect
(Name, Address, Phone), Interests, Batch information (Batch
Number, Count, Control Total, Current Total, Batch Date) and Split
information (Split Number and Amount).
Tabs on the main entry screen allow access to various logical sets of
entry fields without completely changing views and screens.
Main. Fields on this tab will change according to the selection for
Transaction type in the Transaction drop list. The tab houses the
primary transaction-specific information for the selected transaction
type, including such information as Appeal, Transaction Type, Date
and Amount.
Additional. Contains optional information related to the transaction.
May contain such fields as: credit and debit accounts, user-codes,
Remarks and flags for Matching Gift, Soft Credit and Anonymous.
Fields on this tab will change according to the selection for
Transaction type in the Transaction drop list. The entire tab is hidden
when appropriate.
Pledge. Contains information related to pledge transactions,
including: Billing Party, payment scheduling (Frequency), date of first
scheduled payment (First Payment), Expiration and access to credit
card and EFT screens via [CREDIT CARD] and [EFT] buttons
respectively. Fields on this tab will change according to the selection
for Transaction type in the Transaction drop list. The entire tab is
hidden when appropriate.
Securities. Allows the user to enter information about any securities
applicable to the transaction. Information can include: Security

information (Name, Type, Evaluation Source, Date Evaluated),
security Value (High, Low, Median) and general Gift Information
(How Received, Number of Shares, Certificate Number, Note).
Tribute. Enter values for an Honor/Memorial Party (choose Honor or
Memorial from the drop list), Notify Party (who should receive
notification of this gift in addition to donor acknowledgment) and
Associated Party (other party associated in some way to this
particular gift, such as a participant in a walk-a-thon who acquired
multiple sponsors' pledges or donations). Notify and Associated
parties can contain multiple listings.

To Add a Tribute
1. Enter the information for the transaction on the Main tab of the
Batch Detail screen.
2. Click the [APPLY] button to commit the information for the detail.
3. Click the Tribute tab on the Batch Detail screen.
4. Choose Honor or Memorial from the drop list.
5. Enter an ID Number for the Honor/Memorial party by typing the ID
in the field to the right of the drop list or using the lookup to
search.
6. Add Notify or Associated parties as desired. See To Add Multiple
Notify and/or Associated Parties in this document for more
information.
7. Click the [APPLY] button to save the changes. Clicking [CLOSE]
after Apply will save the changes and return the user to the
Detail History for the batch. Clicking [OK] will save the changes
and switch the user to Batch View.

To Add Multiple Notify and/or Associated Parties
1. Add a Tribute to a batch detail following the steps in To Add a
Tribute in this document.
2. Enter a Notify or Associated Party by typing a valid ID Number in
the Notify or Associated field, or by clicking the lookup on either
field to locate a prospect.
3. Click the [NEW] button under the Notify or Associated Party. This
will open another record for the Notify or Associated Party.
4. Enter the Notify or Associated Party by typing a valid ID Number
in the Notify or Associated field, or by clicking the lookup on
either field to locate a prospect.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 as necessary for all Notify and Associated
parties.
6. When all parties have been added, click the [APPLY] button to
save the changes. Clicking [CLOSE] after Apply will save the
changes and return the user to the Detail History for the batch.
Clicking [OK] will save the changes and display in Batch View.

Receipt. Enter an ID Number or select one via search for the party to
be billed or receipted if different than the party in the transaction
record.
Membership. Membership transactions only. Allows input of
additional membership information, including user-defined values,
membership card information and membership specific posting
rules.

Overage. Membership transactions only. Allows input of transaction
information to be used in the event of payment overage on
memberships (and how these sums should be used in conversion to
gifts). Includes: Appeal, Gift Type, Fund, Classification and Gift
Usercodes (Usercode 1 and Usercode2).

Package Entry
When a high volume of direct mail responses are being keyed and
the specific Appeal code cannot be determined from the response,
entry of a Package code may be more efficient than entry of an
Appeal code. With Package entry, PledgeMaker attempts to assign
an Appeal code automatically.
To enable Package entry in a batch, choose Appeal Entry By
Package on the Defaults tab of the batch. If a Template batch is set
for Package entry, then all batches based on that Template will
default to Package entry. The Appeal Entry choice can be changed
at any point during the creation of the batch or entry into the batch.
No problems will be caused by entering half of a batch using
Package entry, and the other half using Appeal entry.
Using Package entry, the Package field appears on the Batch Detail
screen in place of the Appeal field. The Appeal field is moved to the
bottom of the screen. An Appeal must be assigned to each gift
before the gift can be saved. If PledgeMaker is unable to assign an
Appeal code automatically, the user must enter an Appeal code.
The lookup for the Package field does not show all Packages. It
shows only white mail Packages and Packages for which the donor
has been sent mail.
Package. This field accepts direct keying and lookup of white mail
and mail history Package codes. If PledgeMaker finds exactly one
Appeal (either white mail or mail history) with the entered Package,
then PledgeMaker will place that Appeal code on the gift when the
user tabs out of the Package field. If PledgeMaker finds more than
one matching Appeal, an Appeal Selection window will pop up and
the user will need to choose the Appeal to be used for the gift. The
Appeal Selection window will only allow the selection of a white mail
or mail history Appeal matching the entered Package.
White Mail. PledgeMaker allows individual Package Types to be
identified as white mail types. This is done in Package Types Table
Maintenance. Every Package with a white mail Package Type is a
white mail package, and every Appeal with a white mail Package is a
white mail Appeal.
The Package lookup includes Packages which meet all of the
following criteria:
•The Package has a Package Type.
•The Package Type is flagged as White Mail.
•The Package is not expired.
•There is at least one Appeal for this Package.
•The Appeal is not expired.

Mail History. PledgeMaker allows mail sent to be stored in Mail
History. Each entry in Mail History has an Appeal code on the entry.
A prospect may also have a Source code which identifies the Appeal

with which the prospect was acquired.
In addition to white mail Packages, the Package lookup also includes
Packages which meet all of the following criteria:
• The prospect has a Mail History entry or a Sourcecode for an
Appeal with this Package.
• The Mail History entry does not have a mail status of Deleted.
• The Package is not expired.
• The Appeal is not expired.

Appeal. This field is set automatically when a Package code is
entered in the Package field, provided that PledgeMaker found only
one matching Appeal. This field also accepts direct keying of Appeal
codes. Any valid Appeal code is accepted. Expired Appeal codes are
accepted with a warning. If a Package code is entered in the
Package field, the lookup is limited to Appeals shown in the Appeal
Selection window previously described. If no Package code is
entered in the Package field, the lookup includes all Appeals which
are not expired.
To save a gift with an expired Appeal code or any Appeal which does
not meet the Package validation rules listed above, clear the
Package field before attempting the save. If the Package field is
cleared, the Package validation rules do not apply. To prevent the
entry of exceptions like this, use the context menu in Batch Defaults
to make the Package field required.

Split Transactions
In some instances, single payment or donation may be intended for
multiple purposes and can be split for different transactions. A donor
may want a payment split between two funds and/or applied to both
a pledge payment and a special donation. In these types of
circumstances, a split transaction may be used to divide up the
payments to reflect their desired application. Split is available for all
transaction types, but non-payment transactions will not affect the
available sum. Splits can be edited, deleted and added to at any
time during entry and before posting.

To Split a Payment/Donation
1. Open the batch where the split should be included or create a
new batch.
2. Create a new detail (if this is not the first detail in the batch).
3. Enter an amount for the split in the Amount field at the lower left
of the Batch Add screen. This amount should be the total for the
payment that will be split.
4. Enter a Payment for the current transaction. When you enter the
Payment field, a Split Number will be assigned to the split
(displayed at the bottom left of the screen), and the Balance will
be populated with the total of the Amount. The [APPLY] button
will become unavailable.
5. Complete the rest of the fields for entering the transaction.
6. Click [OK]. Doing this will commit the detail for the split. The
Payment will be subtracted from the Balance, resulting in a new
Balance total. A new detail for the split will automatically be
created.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until the Balance for the split reaches $0.

When the balance reaches zero, the Split Gift automatically closes.
You cannot enter other gifts or leave the split without either
completing the transaction or cancelling additional entry by changing
the Amount for the split. Splits can be added to or edited at a later
time (before posting). Details can be added to the split using the
Choose Existing Split function on the toolbar. Any details for the split
can be removed entirely before posing using the remove function
located in the toolbar.

Batch Detail Toolbar
There are several buttons on the Batch Entry toolbar which represent
optional functions and additional screens for batch entry. These
buttons become available as necessary.

Batch Entry Toolbar
1) Delete
2) Remove from Split
3) Split
4) Order
5) Premium
6) Header
7) Prospect View
8) Interests
9) Audit

Delete. Clicking the [DELETE] button will initiate deleting the
current batch detail record. If the record is a part of a split, a
confirmation screen will appear with choices as to how to handle the
deletion.
Selecting [DELETE THE TRANSACTION] will delete the transaction; if
it is a split, this will result in a change in the total Amount for the split.
Adjustments to the split should be made as necessary by adding
transactions to the split (see Choose Existing Split in this document).
Selecting [DELETE ENTIRE SPLIT] will remove all parts of the split
transaction from the current batch.


 Remove from Split. Remove from Split should be used
when a transaction has been entered in error as part of a
split, yet should not be deleted from the batch. Clicking the [REMOVE
FROM SPLIT] button initiates the action to remove the transaction
from the split grouping, yet retains the transaction as part of the
batch. Totals for the split Amount are adjusted accordingly.

Note – Split Transaction Toolbar Buttons
When part of a split is highlighted in the Batch Detail History, the
individual transaction highlights in red, and all the parts of the split
highlight with a light gray background so they can be identified as
part of the split grouping.

To Remove a Transaction from a Split
1. View the split transaction detail and switch to Edit mode by
clicking the [EDIT] button; the Remove Transaction from Split
button will become available in the toolbar.
2. Click the Remove Transaction from Split button. This will call a
confirmation dialogue asking the user to confirm the deletion.
3. Click [YES] to delete the transaction; click [NO] to abort the
deletion. Clicking [NO] returns the user to the batch detail for the
split. Clicking [YES] displays the Split Removal Information
screen and removes the detail from the batch.


 Choose Existing Split. To add transactions to an existing
split, the transaction needs to be created and then added to
the split using Choose Existing Split. This allows users to add
transactions to any existing split in the current batch. Split Amount
may need to be adjusted for the split if adding payments in the new
detail.

To Add a Transaction to an Existing Split
1. Open the batch which contains the split.
2. Click the [NEW] button to enter a new transaction.
3. Click the [CHOOSE EXISTING SPLIT] button. A list of the current
splits in the batch will appear in the Existing Splits by Split
Transaction Number screen.
4. Select a split to add the current transaction to by either doubleclicking the desired split or highlighting the split and choosing
[OK]. This will incorporate the Split Number, Amount and
Balance for the split selected on the current detail screen.
5. Enter information on the detail to complete the entry for the added
transaction.
6. Update the Amount for the split. The adjustment should be in the
amount of the Payment for the current transaction. If the Amount
and Payment are added correctly, the Balance should equal the
Payment when the total is recalculated (the Balance will be
recalculated on exiting the Amount field). Failing to adjust the
Amount will keep the user from committing the added
transaction in the following step.
7. Click the [OK] button to commit the transaction to the split. When
the split is committed the screen will re-populate with the default
values for the batch.

Order. Use the [ORDER] button to add an order linked to the

current batch detail record. This feature allows the use of
orders as an alternative to premiums. This is not the standard means
of entering an order.

To Add an Order linked to a Gift
1. View a saved transaction on the Batch Detail View screen.
2. Click the [ORDER] button on the toolbar. The Batch Order Add
screen will open.
3. Complete the additional information for the order as necessary.
Entry of a Gift Amount on the Batch Order Add screen under
these conditions is not allowed.

Premiums. Clicking on this button brings up the Batch
Premium History screen for the individual detail in this batch.
Users can add new premiums, load standard premiums for the
transaction, or edit and delete existing premiums.

To Add a Premium
1. Highlight the detail in the Batch Detail History which the premium
should be added to.
2. Click the Premium button on the toolbar. The Premium History for
the detail will appear.
3. Click the [NEW] button to open the Premium Add screen.

4. Select the desired Premium by using the Item Search or enter a
valid premium code.
5. Complete the additional information for the Premium entry as
necessary.
6. Click the [APPLY] or [OK] button to commit the premium
addition.

To Load a Premium

1. Set up appeals in Table Maintenance with premiums that should
be assigned when the appeal is used.
2. Enter a batch detail with the appeal that has a premium assigned
in the setup completed in Table Maintence (as per step 1).
3. Highlight a detail in the Batch Detail History which premiums
should be assigned to. Details must be saved before premiums
can be assigned. The detail can be a detail currently being
added if the changes to the detail have been committed via the
[APPLY] button.
4. Click the [PREMIUM] button on the toolbar. The Premium History
for the detail will appear.
5. Click the [LOAD] button. Applicable premiums will be loaded into
the Premium History according to the selected Appeal for the
batch detail.

Note - Prospect Search
Users can access Prospect Search from anywhere in Batch,
independently of which Prospect is currently displayed in the batch
screen. To Search for a Prospect, you must be in view mode, select
'Prospect' from the File menu.

Header. Clicking on the [HEADER] button switches from the
Batch Details screen to the batch description (also known as
the batch header). The Header button will only be available when in
the Batch Detail History or Batch Details screens.
Interests. Clicking on the [INTEREST] button will open the
Interest History screen for the current prospect. This provides
a quick means of adding and updating interests.
Prospect View. Clicking on the [PROSPECT VIEW] button will
open the Prospect screen for the current prospect (current
being either the prospect assigned to the current detail or the record
highlighted in the batch history). The Prospect View button will only
be available when in the Batch Detail History or Batch Details
screens. Prospect information can be fully accessed and edited
when the prospect screen is opened.
Audit. Clicking on the [AUDIT] button opens the Audit screen,
which details the recent changes to the current record by
login date and time.

Document Numbers
Document numbers, such as those assigned by automated scanner
systems, can be entered on the Batch Detail screen. This feature is
intended for those situations in which document numbers are
assigned externally to PledgeMaker but the transactions are to be
manually rather than being loaded through Lockbox. Entry of a
document number range on the Batch header will restrict entry to
documents within that number range.
The Document Number field at the top of the Batch Detail screen
allows entry, but will normally be hidden in batches where entry of a
document number is not required. The Document Number field at
the bottom of the screen does not allow entry, and is intended to

display the document number for an imported transaction.

Confirming Batch Data
Once the batch information is entered, the user will need to confirm
the totals for the entry and set the Posting Status flag to Ready to
Post before the data can be committed to the database. This step
serves as a check for the accuracy of the batch entry.
To confirm the totals, the user should compare the Control column of
the batch description to the To Be Posted column. If there is a
discrepancy, the total difference will appear in the difference column.
If the total Difference does not equal zero for all parameters
(Payments, Pledges and Split Count), the data for the counts and
batch should be verified, as either the manual tallies were wrong or
data was entered improperly. The batch will not post until the
Difference column shows that the batch is in balance by displaying a
zero for all fields. This is true even if the Posting Status flag is set to
Ready to Post.
When the Difference totals are confirmed as balanced (all are zero),
switch the Posting Status flag to Ready to Post. The batch can then
be processed in Batch Posting.

Posting A Batch
To move information from Batch to Prospect, you must post the
batch. Batches can be posted individually, or in groups (by batch
number and/or date ranges).
To enter batch posting, select [POSTING] from the Batch branch of
the main PledgeMaker tree. The Posting Batch Selection screen will
open. The options for posting are Batch Date (from/to range), Batch
Number (from/to range), and Status, which can be set to Ready to
Post or Suspension. The Date range will select batches within a
specified date range. A batch Number range will select specified
batches by batch number (to post only one batch, enter the same
number in both the To and From fields). Date and Number ranges
can be used in combination. Setting the Status to Ready to Post will
consider only current, unposted batches whose flag has been
updated to Ready to Post. Setting the Status to Suspense will look at
suspended transactions and post those which have been
successfully corrected.
Batches can also be validated and posted individually from the Batch
View screen. Click the [PRINT] button on the toolbar to print a Batch
Detail report. Click the [VALIDATE] button on the toolbar to run a
posting validation. This applies all posting rules and produces a log
file showing any problems. It does not actually post the batch, nor
does it update the database. Click the [POST] button to post the
batch.

To Post a Batch
1. Open Batch Posting by choosing [POSTING] from the Batch
branch of PledgeMaker's main menu. The Posting Batch
Selection screen will appear.
2. Select the appropriate options for posting the desired batch(es),
including date (range), batch number (range), and posting Status
(Ready to Post or Suspense). Only batches that fill the criteria

will be attempted.
3. Click the [CONTINUE] button. The Batch Posting Scheduler
screen will appear.
4. Set the schedule for posting the batch as desired. See the
dedicated Scheduler documentation for more information on
scheduling.
5. Click the [OK] button to commit the schedule. A message will
appear in the lower left of the PledgeMaker screen in the
message bar confirming submission of the schedule, including
the job number for the scheduled run.

The batch description can be reviewed for a summary of the
transactions completed and pending, a Suspense File Report can
help determine the status of rejected records, and/or the Batch Error
report can be run to show all transactions with posting errors.
Posted batches should be cleared using Delete functions on a
regular basis if they will not be reused. This will help keep the batch
table size to a minimum. See Deleting Batches in this document for
more information.
Rejected records which fall into suspense should be corrected and
posted using the Suspense screens. See Completing Suspended
Transactions in this document for more information.

Completing Suspended Transactions
Records that have been rejected from a batch posting can be viewed,
edited and re-posted. All suspended records will be grouped
together in the Suspense screens, independent of the batch they
were entered with. Suspense File Report can be run to determine
the reason for posting errors. Error messages can also be reviewed
by opening individual suspended transactions from the Suspense
Detail History screen. By clicking the [VIEW] button, suspended
transactions will appear in a batch detail screen. The posting error
will display at the bottom of the detail screen.

Note - My Entries
Selecting 'My Entries' from the Suspense Detail History Screen filter
will display only details added by the current user.

To View a Suspended Transaction
1. Choose [SUSPENSE] from the Batch branch of the main
PledgeMaker menu. This will open the Suspense Transaction
History screen.
2. Locate the transaction to view on the History screen. The
transaction can be located by scrolling the transactions in the
History, or the Find Transaction function can be used to locate
the transaction by Sequence, ID or Transaction Number.
3. Click the view [] button for the transaction. This will open the
Batch Detail screen with the information from the suspended
transaction.

To Edit Suspended Transaction
1. Open the Suspense Transaction History from the batch branch of

the Main menu by selecting [SUSPENSE].
2. Locate the transaction which should be changed by scrolling the
transactions in the History, or the Find Transaction function can
be used to locate the transaction by Sequence, ID or
Transaction Number.
3. Open the transaction in the Suspense Detail View screen by
clicking the view [] button for the transaction.
4. Click the [EDIT] button at the bottom of the Suspense Detail View
screen.
5. Make the appropriate changes in the transaction to correct the
posting error(s).
6. When all changes are completed, click on the [APPLY] button to
commit the changes. If additional changes are necessary in the
entry (e.g., a required field is missing), a warning will appear on
the PledgeMaker message bar. If an error occurs that can be
corrected on screen, repeat step 5 and 6. Otherwise, continue to
step 7.
7. Click the [OK] or the [CLOSE] button to exit to the Suspense
Detail History screen.
8. Repeat steps 2 through 7 to update additional suspended
transactions as necessary.

Transactions corrected via editing can be posted using batch posting
for suspended transactions.

To Post Suspended Transactions
1. Open batch Posting by clicking [POSTING] under the batch
branch of the PledgeMaker main navigation tree. This will open
the Posting Batch Selection screen.
2. Select Suspense from the Status drop list.
3. Select date and batch range parameters to limit the selection of
suspense transactions if desired.
4. Click [CONTINUE] to accept the changes and move to the
Scheduler screen.
5. Set the scheduling as desired and click the [OK] button.

Deleting Batches
Once batches are entered and posted, they have technically served
their purpose and can often be deleted without consequence.
Batches will remain indefinitely until deleted and should be
monitored to avoid using unnecessary disk space. Unless they are
required as reference or if they will be needed so they can be
replicated to repeat identical batches at a later date, deleting
batches can free up table space.
Deleting an entire batch (both the description and transactions) is
done on the Batch History screen. To open the Batch History screen
choose [EXISTING BATCH] from the Batch branch of the
PledgeMaker main navigation tree. This will open the Existing Batch
Selection screen. Once on the batch history, batches can be deleted
by locating them in the list, highlighting, and clicking the [DELETE]
button on the toolbar.
Users may delete any batch whether it is posted or not.

Replicating Batches
To save data entry time, previously entered batches can be
reused or reactivated. Replicating will create a new batch
description and copy all of the transactions in the selected batch.
This new batch can be edited and posted just as if it were manually
entered and not posted. This feature is useful for repetitive gifts such
as payroll deductions.

To Replicate a Batch
1. Open the batch to be replicated.
2. Click the [REPLICATE] button on the toolbar. The Replicate
Batch screen will appear.

3. Make changes to the Batch Date and Description as appropriate.
The date will default to the current date and the description will
default to the name of the batch being copied.
4. Click the [OK] button. A new batch will be created. A message
will appear confirming the duplication in the PledgeMaker
message bar at the bottom left of the screen. The user will be
returned to the view for the batch description that was replicated
(not the new batch).

The new batch can be edited according to the instructions for editing
batches.

Transaction Types
GIFT
Donation (D).
Creates a gift with transaction type D.
Creates a payment with transaction type D.
Lifetime Pledge (LP).
Creates a gift with transaction type LP.
If payment amount is greater than zero, creates a payment with
transaction type LPP.
Gift Lifetime Pledge (GL).
Creates a gift with transaction type GL on the donor.
Creates a gift with transaction type LP on the recipient.
If pay amount is greater than zero, creates a payment with

transaction type LPP on the donor.
Payment Reversal (PYR).
Selection of a payment is optional.
Selection of a split transaction number is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no payment or split transaction number is
selected.
Creates a payment with transaction type PYR.
If the payment was for a donation, updates the gift amount to zero.
Updates the balance of the transaction to which the payment
applied.
Pledge (P).
Creates a gift with transaction type P.
If pay amount is greater than zero, creates a payment with
transaction type PP.
If creates schedule = Yes, creates one or more expected payments
with transaction type PP.
LP Payment Change (LPC).
Selection of a lifetime pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Creates a payment with transaction type LPC.
Updates pledge amount to payment amount.
Creates a gift audit record.
LP Decrease (LPD).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Updates lifetime pledge gift.
Creates a gift audit record.
LP Increase (LPI).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Updates lifetime pledge gift.
Creates a gift audit record.
LP Overage (LPO).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Creates a payment with transaction type LPP for amount of pledge.
Creates a gift with transaction type D for remainder amount.
Creates a payment with transaction type D for remainder amount.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected then create LPP for
pledge amount and create donation for overage.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and the post amount
is zero, then create zero dollar LPP and create donation for
entire pay amount.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and the post amount
is greater then the pledge amount than send to suspense.

If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and post amount is
less then or equal to pledge amount then create LPP for
post_amount and create donation for remainder.
If there is an overage and a pledge is not selected and there is a
match in fund/appeal, then create LPP for pledge amount and
create donation for remainder.
If there is an overage and no pledge is selected and there are no
matches in fund/appeal, then create donation for entire amount.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and expected=yes
then pay off any expected payments for the first pledge identified
with a post_transnum, etc until pay amount is used up; if there is
a remainder after paying off expected payments, create a
donation.
Do not create another LPP, regardless of remainder amount.
LP Payment (LPP).
Selection of one or more pledges is optional.
If no pledges are selected, match on fund/appeal.
If expected payments exist, they are updated with amount and date.
If expected payments do not exist, creates one or more payments
with transaction type LPP for one or more pledges.
If there is an overage and a pledge is not selected and there is no
match in fund/appeal, then create donation for entire amount.
If there is an overage and a pledge is not selected and there is a
match in fund/appeal, then create one LPP for entire amount on
first pledge matched.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected then send to
suspense.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and the post_amount
= pay amount, then create LPP for pay amount.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected and the
post_amount=pay amount, and expected =0, then pay off as
many expected payments as possible, than create LPP for the
overage.
P Decrease (PD).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Updates pledge amount.
Creates a gift audit record.
P Increase (PI).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Updates pledge amount.
Creates a gift audit record.
Pledge Payment (PP).
Selection of one or more pledges is optional.
If no pledges are selected, match on fund/appeal.
If expected payments exist, they are updated with amount and date.
If expected payments do not exist, creates one or more payments
with transaction type PP for one or more pledges.
If there is an overage and a pledge is selected then send to

suspense.

P Payment Change (PPC).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Creates a payment with transaction type PPC.
If payment amount is greater than the gift balance, updates gift
amount to the difference between the payment amount and the
balance.
Updates gift balance.
Creates a gift audit record if the gift amount was updated.
P Payment Overage (PPO).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
Matches on fund/appeal if no pledge is selected.
Creates a payment with transaction type LPP for amount of pledge.
Creates a gift with transaction type D for remainder amount.
Creates a payment with transaction type D for remainder amount.
Pledge Writeoff (PWO).
Selection of a pledge is optional.
If the writeoff amount is zero, updates the pledge amount so that
the balance is zero.
If the writeoff amount is greater than zero and the writeoff amount is
not greater than the balance, updates gift amount by subtracting
the writeoff amount.
Updates gift balance.
Creates a gift audit record.

EVENT
Event Payment (EP).
Requires selection of a registration.
Creates a payment with transaction type EP.
Updates registration balance.
Creates payment links to all fees which are
If there is an overage, the transaction is sent to suspense.

MEMBERSHIP
Gift Membership (GM).
Creates a membership with transaction type M on the recipient.
Creates a membership with transaction type GM on the giver.
Creates a payment with transaction type MP on the giver.
If there is a matching existing renewable membership, updates the
existing membership to Renewed and also creates new records.
Membership (M).
Creates a membership with transaction type M.

If the payment amount is greater than zero, creates a payment with
transaction type MP.
If there is a matching existing renewable membership, updates the
existing membership to Renewed and also creates the new
record.
Membership Payment (MP).
Creates a membership with transaction type M on the recipient.
Creates a membership with transaction type GM on the giver.
Creates a payment with transaction type MP on the giver.
If there is a matching existing renewable membership, updates the
existing membership to Renewed and also creates new records.

ORDERS
Invoice Misc Payment (IMP).
Creates an invoice with no details for the payment amount.
Creates a payment with transaction type IP.
Invoice Payment (IP).
Requires selection of an invoice.
Creates a payment with transaction type IP.
Updates invoice balance.
Creates payment links to all detail which are paid.
If there is an overage, creates an additional payment with
transaction type CR.
Invoice Writeoff (IWO).
Requires selection of an invoice.
Creates a payment with transaction type IWO.
Updates invoice balance.

SUBSCRIPTION
Subscription Payment (SP).
Requires selection of one or more subscriptions.
Creates a payment with transaction type SP.
Updates subscription balance.
If there is an overage, the transaction is sent to suspense.
Subscription Writeoff (SWO).
Requires selection of a subscription.
Creates a payment with transaction type SWO.
Updates subscription balance by subtracting the writeoff amount.

